
Located in Northern Spain, and with 200 employees, Macarbox manufactures high 
performance and technologically advanced converting machinery for the corrugated board 
industry. The company philosophy is to bring its technology and innovation to customers in 
order to provide high quality, flexible solutions. 

Machinery for the 
corrugated board industry

Corrugator
Offering a complete solution for the production of 
corrugated board - high levels of quality and 
robust construction enable the corrugator to 
manage printing of very high and very low 
weights of paper. All production materials are of 
European origin. 

Flexible solutions are offered to meet individual 
customer requirements and, as well as complete 
corrugator machines, in order to upgrade existing 
machinery, separate modules are available that 
are quickly and easily integrated into any 
competitor make or model.   



Converting Machinery 
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For more information contact Nick Jobson on  
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Rotary Die Cutter
The Rotary Die Cutter is available in both Open/Close 
and Fixed types for flexographic printing, die cutting 
and in-line stacking of die-cut boxes. 

The Fixed RDC is suitable for short runs with high 
productivity as operators can access and prepare next 
orders in the unused printing stations while the 
machine is working. 

The Open/Close RDC is designed for medium and large 
runs that require versatility. The order set up is made 
with the machine stopped and the printing stations open 
for the changes in clichés, ink colour, anilox rolls etc. 

Flexo Folder Gluer
Open/Closed and Fixed type FFG machines with quick 
set up, versatility and robustness for highest 
productivity. 

The Open/Close FFG design is highly versatile. Printing 
stations can be opened during production in order to 
make changes for set-up of the next production run. 

Also versatile, the Fixed FFG enables high productivity 
as the printing modules are spaced between each 
other allowing the operators to access and prepare 
unused printing units whilst the machine keeps 
running.

Digital Printing Machine
Offering remarkable print quality with single pass drop-
on-demand technology and eco-conscious water-
based inks that enable customers immediate launch of 
promotional material and new business opportunities.

Laser Cutting Machine
A high speed, single pass and fully automatic laser 
machine for corrugated board employing unique laser 
cutting and creasing technology. 




